
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CUMBRIA POLICE & CRIME COMMISSIONER’S PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY CONFERENCE 
 
The Police and Crime Commissioner’s Public Accountability Conference will take place 
remotely on Wednesday 7th December 2022, at 10:00.  
 
The purpose of the Conference is to enable the Police and Crime Commissioner to hold 
the Chief Constable to account for operational performance.  
 
If you would like to join the meeting as a member of the public or press, please contact 
Paula Zutic on paula.zutic@cumbria.police.uk you will then be provided with a copy of 
the dial in details. Following the meeting papers will be uploaded on to the 
Commissioner’s website. 
 
 
V. Stafford 
Chief Executive 
 
  
  

  
Attendees: 
Police & Crime Commissioner  -  Mr Peter McCall  (Chair) 
OPCC Chief Executive                 -  Mrs Vivian Stafford 
Joint Chief Finance Officer        -  Mr Roger Marshall 
Chief Constable                           -  Mrs Michelle Skeer 

 

 
 

 
Enquiries to:  Mrs P Zutic 
Telephone: 01768 217734 (op2) 
 
Our reference: PZ 
 
Date  23 November 2022  
 

 
 

Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner Carleton Hall 

Penrith Cumbria CA10 2AU 

Police & Crime Commissioner for Cumbria P McCall 

Chief Executive S Edwards Chief Finance Officer/Deputy 

Chief Executive R Hunter CPFA 

Call 01768 217734 email commissioner@cumbria-pcc.gov.uk 
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AGENDA 
PART 1 – ITEMS TO BE CONSIDERED IN THE PRESENCE OF THE PRESS AND 
PUBLIC 
 
 
1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
 

2. URGENT BUSINESS AND EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC  
To consider (i) any urgent items of business and (ii) whether the press and public should be 
excluded from the Meeting during consideration of any Agenda item where there is likely 
disclosure of information exempt under s.100A(4) and Part I Schedule A of the Local 
Government Act 1972 and the public interest in not disclosing outweighs any public interest in 
disclosure.   

 
3. QUESTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC 

An opportunity (not exceeding 20 minutes) to deal with any questions which have 
been provided in writing within at least three clear working days before the meeting 
date to the Chief Executive.   
 

4. DISCLOSURE OF PERSONAL INTERESTS 
Attendees are invited to disclose any personal/prejudicial interest, which they may 
have in any of the items on the Agenda.  If the personal interest is a prejudicial 
interest, then the individual should not participate in a discussion of the matter and 
must withdraw from the room unless a dispensation has previously been obtained. 
 

5. MINUTES OF MEETING 
To receive and approve the minutes of the Public Accountability Conference held on 
the 2nd November 2022 (copy to follow) 

 
6. PERFORMANCE PRESENTATION 

To receive an update from the Constabulary in relation to performance for the most 
recent 12 months rolling total data, as agreed in the Police and Crime Plan 
Accountability Framework (copy to follow) 
 

7. THEMATIC PRESENTATION – RURAL CRIME 
To receive and note a Constabulary presentation in relation to ‘Rural Crime’  (copy to 
follow) 
 

8. THEMATIC PRESENTATION – VISIBLE & EFFECTIVE POLICING PRESENCE RESPONSE 
To receive and note a Constabulary presentation in relation to ‘Visible & Effective 
Police Presence Response’ (copy to follow) 
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CUMBRIA POLICE & CRIME COMMISSIONER   

PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY CONFERENCE 
 

Minutes of the Public Accountability Conference held on  
 Monday 2nd November 2022 Via Teams  

at 10:00am 
 
 

PRESENT 
Police & Crime Commissioner - Mr Peter McCall (Chair) 
 
Also present: 
Chief Constable (Michelle Skeer); 
Assistant Chief Officer (Nancie Shackleton); 
Chief Finance Officer (Roger Marshall); 
Deputy Chief Finance Officer (Michelle Bellis); 
OPCC Chief Executive (Vivian Stafford); 
OPCC Administration Officer (Ellen Cannon)  
OPCC Executive Support Officer (Paula Zutic) – taking minutes; 
 
 
 
PART 1 – ITEMS CONSIDERED IN THE PRESENCE OF THE PRESS AND PUBLIC 
 
 
001. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
Apologies for absence were received from the Deputy Chief Constable (Rob Carden); and the  
Assistant Chief Constable (Jonathan Blackwell); 
 
 
002.  QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC 
No questions had been received from the public.  
 
   
003. URGENT BUSINESS AND EXCLUSION OF THE PRESS AND PUBLIC 
There were no items of urgent business to be considered by the Committee.   
 
 
004.  DISCLOSURE OF PERSONAL INTERESTS 
There were no disclosures of any personal interest relating to any item on the Agenda.   
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005.  MINUTES 
 
The Chair presented the minutes of the Public Accountability Conference held on the 2nd 
August 2022 which had previously been circulated with the agenda. The minutes were agreed 
as an accurate record and signed by the Chair.   
 
 
RESOLVED, that, the  
 

(i) Minutes of the Public Accountability Conference held on the 2nd August  
2022 be confirmed as a correct record and signed by the Chair;   

 
 
 
006. FINANCIAL SUMMARY 2022/23 – QUARTER 2 TO SEPTEMBER 2022 
  
The Chief Finance Officer gave a high-level overview of the position at the end of quarter 2 (up 
to the end of September 2022), and forecast to the year end. 
 
We have now reached the half way point in the financial year and the core position is a 
continuation of the position shown in Quarter .1. 
 
Key Themes:  
 

• Overall forecasted overspend of £765k (0.63%) (PCC Budget) 

• PCC budgets forecast to underspend by £82k. Constabulary forecast to overspend by £847k 

• Overtime pressures for officers (+£872k) and, to a lesser extent, staff (+£36k) in all 
Commands / Directorates.  

• The impact of the Police Officer and recently announced reopened Police Staff pay awards 
have been reflected in the figures.  

• Rising inflation is impacting on non-staff budgets, particular pressure is being seen on 
vehicle fuel budgets (+£163k) and premises utilities shown within OPCC budgets (+£259k). 

• The main changes from the figures reported for quarter 1 relate to the inclusion of the pay 
award and the removal of the forecast in relation to redundancy & termination costs.  

• The figures provided do not yet include the impact of the potential reversal of the increase 
in national insurance rates. We are awaiting further guidance but this could reduce the 
forecast overspend by approx. £270k.  

 
 
There has been some budget pressure on premises (+£95k) which is mostly due to an increase 
in utilities, repairs and maintenance. A one off rates refund has been received (as reported at 
the last meeting) which has offset this figure slightly. There has also been a slight reduction in 
cleaning costs due to a new cleaning contract. 
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There is likely to be an increase in insurance costs as generally it is more difficult to obtain 
public sector insurance currently – this is out for re-tender. 
 
The Police Officer pay award has largely been cost neutral as funding had been received from 
the Government to cover this, but it is unknown whether the same will apply for the Police 
Staff pay award, if not we will be looking at a cost of £400k which has been factored into the 
figures. 
 
ACO Nancie Shackleton advised that there could be Capital Programme implications due to 
some suppliers only holding prices for 7 days as opposed to the previous 30 days. 
 
The Constabulary overspend in the main arises from a combination of overspending on police 
officer pay budgets caused by increasing officer numbers to ensure the Constabulary meets its 
target in relation to the final phase of the uplift programme and, in particular, continuing 
pressure on overtime. The third cohort of Officers are now free of training, this will help but 
pressure continues whilst training is ongoing. Individual resignations are being looked at and a 
review will be undertaken. 
 
There are a number of vacancies in civilian staff roles, this is being risk assessed at the moment 
and as part of the budget setting process all vacancies are being looked at. 
 
It is understood that the proposed reduction in NI is still going ahead as it was already going 
through legislation when the new PM came into office. This will be in the region of £270k and 
has not yet been factored into the figures. 
 
The Capital Programme has a budget of £8.7m and an expected spend of £7.8m, with the rest 
being re-profiled into the following year. 
 
Following a discussion, the report was noted. 
 
RESOLVED,    that  
 

(i) The report be noted;  
 
 
 
 
 
007. TREASURY MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 2022/23 – QUARTER 2 TO SEPTEMBER 2022 
 
The report was presented by the Deputy Chief Finance Officer.  
 
The CIPFA (Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy) Code of Practice for 
Treasury Management recommends that regular reports are presented with regards to 
treasury management activities. The report ensures the Police and Crime Commissioner is 
implementing best practice in accordance with the Code. 
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During the period 01 July 2022 and 30 September 2022, the treasury function has operated 
within the treasury and prudential indicators set out in the Treasury Management Strategy 
Statement and in compliance with the Treasury Management Practices.  
Compliance with the prudential and treasury indicators are shown on page 3 of the report. 
 
It was noted that there have been no breaches in the approved limits to report during the 
reporting period. 
 
The MPC has now increased interest rates seven times in as many meetings with the second 
50bps raise in a row taking rates to a 14 year high of 2.25%. Interest rates are expected to be 
increased more aggressively over the coming months as the Bank of England continues in its 
efforts to squeeze inflation out of the economy. 
 
The previous investment forecast of £10k has been revised due to the change in investment 
rates and the current forecast is now £300k.  
 
Following a discussion, the report was noted.  
 
RESOLVED,      that 
 

(i) The report was noted; 
 
 

 
Meeting concluded at 10:35 

 
 
 
 
Signed: ___________________________  Date:  _____________________________ 



Public Accountability Conference -
Performance

Chief Superintendent Mick Bird– Insight and Performance



National Crime and Policing 
Measures

• Support police in Governments crime 
reduction ambition

• Address key priorities
• Measured at a national level
• Create an expectation of “significant 

improvement”
• Reduce the risk of over prioritisation 

and perverse incentives
• Digital Crime Policing Pack in 

development
• Local proxy / indicative measures



Crime Comparison



Police recorded crime – published 
statistics year to end June 2022

England and Wales (not including British Transport Police) Cumbria



Neighbourhood Crime - overview



Neighbourhood Crime Figures



Violence with Injury Offences



Violence with Injury Figures



Homicide

County lines or drug related homicides – zero in the last 12 months, one of the 3 murders in the previous 
12 months was drug related. There have been attempted murders which are drug related, but none in the 
last 12 months:



Serious Violence - Crimes Involving Firearms



Serious Violence - Crimes Involving Sharp Weapons



Victim Satisfaction Crime



Victim Satisfaction ASB



Cyber Crime Overview



Cyber Crime Figures



Crimes with county lines tag



Drugs trafficking / possession



Referral to drug treatment
Cumbria Liaison & Diversion Service
Numbers of adult referrals to:
Primary care service
Specialist substance misuse service
Other agency

November 
2021 –
October 
2022

November 
2020 –
October 
2021

July 2018 –
June 2019

Intervention to address 
Substance Misuse

54 53 47



KSI - Trends



KSI – Collisions and Casualties



Fraud
Total

Online



Violence against Women and Girls



Violence against Women and Girls



Sexual Offences – RASSO Figures



Sexual Offences – Domestic Abuse



ASB



Hate Crimes and Incidents
Hate Crime

Hate Incidents



Police recorded crime – published 
statistics year to end June 2022

England and Wales (not including British Transport Police) Cumbria



999 and 101 Data



999 Data



101 Data



HMICFRS AFI’s



10087: The force should ensure effective external scrutiny of 
its use of stop and search powers.

10088: The force should ensure effective external scrutiny of 
its use of force.



10089: The force should ensure that its counter-corruption 
unit:

• has enough capability and capacity to counter corruption 
proactively and effectively; and

• continues to build effective relationships with individuals 
and organisations that support and work with vulnerable 
people



16302: Roads Policing Not Optional – The efficient and 
effective exchange of all collision data with other relevant 
bodies is an area for improvement.



16345: Roads Policing Not Optional – The awareness and 
understanding of the changes in the Professionalising 
Investigation Programme within police forces is an area for 
improvement



18438: Getting the balance right? An inspection of how 
effectively the police deal with protests – On a national, 
regional and local basis, the police should develop a stronger 
rationale for determining the number of commanders, 
specialist officers and staff needed to police protests.



18482: Getting the balance right? An inspection of how 
effectively the police deal with protests – Protest related CIA’s 
are an area for improvement, particularly those that need to 
be completed after the event…



18525: Getting the balance right? An inspection of how 
effectively the police deal with protests – Forces should 
improve the quality of protest related intelligence they 
provide to NPOCC’s strategic intelligence briefing team…



The force must make sure that ethnicity is accurately recorded 
following stop and search activity, and that data is analysed to 
help the force understand stop and search disproportionality



The force must improve the workforce’s recording of use of 
force so that communities in Cumbria can have trust and 

confidence that it is fair and proportionate



The force must review its neighbourhood policing resourcing 
and deployment model to ensure that it can respond to 

current and future demand



The force must review its neighbourhood policing abstraction 
policy and ensure that abstractions are effectively monitored



The force should improve how it responds to non-emergency 
public calls for service and reduce the abandonment rate and 

wait times



The force should make sure that call handlers give appropriate 
advice on crime prevention and the preservation of evidence



The force needs to put in place appropriate governance and 
monitoring processes for the use and application of outcomes leaders 
need to make sure the use of outcomes is appropriate and complies 

with force and national policy



The force should make sure that one-to-one conversations between 
managers and staff have sufficient focus on performance as well as 

being supportive and considerate to wellbeing



The force should:

- develop an up to date strategic assessment that will enable it to 
provide policing services that meet current and future demand;

- make sure it has enough analytical capacity and capability to review 
this strategic assessment regularly; and

- make sure that all financial plans, workforce, IT, estates and other 
corporate plans are aligned to this assessment



Questions?



Rural Crime 

Update 
Police and Crime Commissioner –

Public Accountability Conference December 2022

Shining the light on rural crime 



National Picture

Shining the light on rural crime 



The Picture in Cumbria 

Shining the light on rural crime 



The Challenge

Shining the light on rural crime 

MISSION

To deliver an outstanding police service to Keep Cumbria Safe.

OBJECTIVE

• To disrupt Serious and Organised Rural Acquisitive Crime (SORAC) [impacting on the ‘rural’ commercial 

communities of Cumbria including farming, agriculture and businesses situated in remote rural 

locations].  

• To provide a level of service that is commensurate with the level of criminality being committed and 

victim impact in terms of intelligence, proactive / reactive investigation, crime prevention and victim 

support. 



THE CUMBRIA RESPONSE

Shining the light on rural crime 



Operation Lantern – The Cumbria Response 

Prepare

• Define ‘Serious & Organised Rural Acquisitive Crime’ as a specific crime type in 

order to refine and improve our dedicated response.  

• Establish a performance management structure capable of identifying, managing 

and coordinating resources in relation to SORAC.   

• Identify a core group of resources capable of preventing, disrupting and 

investigating SORAC.  

• Establish a fortnightly Force SORAC Meeting to review and track SORAC offences 

and coordinate an effective / commensurate response.

• Appoint a dedicated DS to review and manage SORAC offences to identify linked 

crime series, investigative opportunities and resource requirements. 

• Identify internal resources & external partner opportunities across 4P strands.  

• Develop intelligence collection opportunities re SORAC offences.   

Prevent

• Develop intelligence led patrol strategy to deter and disrupt SORAC 

activity. 

• Execute specific intelligence led multi agency operations to deter and 

disrupt SORAC activity (‘in-force’ and cross border).

• Develop / enhance local initiatives to improve ‘live time’ reporting and 

links with rural communities affected.  

• Develop and enhance local, regional and national partnership 

opportunities to prevent / protect / deter SORAC.   

• Develop initiatives to disrupt / deter SORAC OCG’s believed to be active 

in Cumbria (eg. Rural Crime Disruption Notice). 

• Develop alliances with ‘like’ forces experiencing similar issue to identify 

best practice across 4P strands (most affected & most effective).   

Protect

• Target harden vulnerable premises / property by understanding target 

selection methodology of offenders (pre-planned v spontaneous). 

• Target harden vulnerable premises / property by understanding why 

some premises / businesses are more resilient. 

• Ensure a quality service for victims of SORAC offences and work with 

partner agencies to support same.   

Protect

• Target harden vulnerable premises / property by understanding target 

selection methodology of offenders (pre-planned v spontaneous). 

• Target harden vulnerable premises / property by understanding why some 

premises / businesses are more resilient. 

• Ensure a quality service for victims of SORAC offences and work with 

partner agencies to support same.   

Shining the light on rural crime 



Denying criminals the use of our road 

Shining the light on rural crime 



Gateway to Cumbria 

Shining the light on rural crime 



Hotspot Mapping – Upper Eden 2019 – Present 

Shining the light on rural crime 



Hotspot Mapping – Kendal Rural East 2019 – present 

Shining the light on rural crime 



Good recent results 

Shining the light on rural crime 



Investing in Community Policing – The new NPT model

Shining the light on rural crime 



Shining the light on rural crime 

Widening our ‘Eyes and Ears’ 



Rural Farm-Watch Whatsapp

Shining the light on rural crime 



Inter-Force Intelligence Sharing (Op Hawkeye)

Shining the light on rural crime 



Target Hardening Initiatives

Shining the light on rural crime 



Collaboration – Community Protection Notices 

Shining the light on rural crime 

Collaboration – Community Protection Notices 



Officer/Staff Training 

Shining the light on rural crime 



Technical Support Options 

Shining the light on rural crime 



Shining the light on rural crime 

Trackers



CCTV/ANPR



Drones 

Shining the light on rural crime 



Op Checkpoint 

Shining the light on rural crime 



Next Steps and Aspirations 

Shining the light on rural crime 

• Aspire to achieve an “Excellent” HMICFRS grading re Rural Crime in Cumbria 

• Embed the Operation Lantern “brand”

• Rollout of Rural Farm-Watch WhatsApp groups – Nov / Dec 2022

• Evidence Based Policing Research – Thematic Lead attending Cambridge University EBP course in Jan 2023

• Rural Crime Conference – Cumbria Summer 2023 – sharing national best practice 

• Widen Operation Checkpoint / Op Checkpoint to include ALL region 1,2 and 3 forces

• Finalise the rollout and implementation of the NPT policing model in BCUs

• Creation of MSG deployment centre in Eden “Gateway to Cumbria”

• Employ an “in house” Technical Support Unit capability in Cumbria 

• Establish a Rural Crime Team – once Uplift resources are fully online 



Heading in the right direction 

Shining the light on rural crime 



Public Accountability Conference

A Visible and Effective Police Presence

Chief Superintendent Mick Bird– Insight and Performance



Operation Uplift

**Waiting on HR responding



Quality countsInsight and Performance Command

Operation Uplift 

• The force are working to a target of 1368 officers by 31 March 2023.

• To date the Constabulary has recruited 1304 officers as part of the initiative, with an additional 105 due 
to start between now and the end of March.

• Subject to filling intakes, this is being dynamically reviewed for each intake to ensure maximum numbers 
are sourced. 

• It is likely we may increase the March intakes to facilitate the target. 

• This does not include transferees and we are also approaching the embargo period where (as it stands, 
moves between forces are pended between January and March).

A further breakdown follows on thee next slide…



Quality counts

Operation Uplift 



Quality countsInsight and Performance Command

Role Rank Uplift number 

DS Safeguarding D/Sgt 1.00

DC PPU - MOSOVO DC 1.00

DC – CDCU DC 3.00

DC Financial Investigator SOCU DC 1.00

DC - MASH DC 3.00

DCI - Insight & Analysis DCI 1.00

Misconduct and Complaint Diversion 
Officer DC 1.00

DC - Complaint & Misconduct 
Investigators DC 2.00

Realtime Intelligence DS DS 1.00

Realtime Intel DC DC 2.00

RASSO / VAWG DS DS 1.00

RASSO / VAWG DCs DC 2.00

CID DC DC 12.00

CID

UniformAllocations 
breakdown:

Role Rank Uplift number 

Digital Data & Technology Sgt sgt 1.00

Sgt Positive Action Officer sgt 1.00

Federation PC PC 1.00

Insp - Mental Health HQ Insp 1.00

Sgt - Mental Health HQ sgt 1.00

PC - Mental Health Liaison HQ pc 1.00

PST & First Aid Trainer PC 2.00

PC - Driving Instructor PC 2.00

MSG Insp INSP 1.00

PC Safeguarding CMR PC 2.00

Public Protection PC PC 2.00

ROCU PC PC 2.00

Patrol Sgt Copeland - Team 5 sgt 1.00

Target Operating - Insp - NHP INSP 1.00

PDU Sgt North sgt 1.00

PDU Sgt South sgt 1.00

PDU Sgt West sgt 1.00

ROCU PC PC 4.00

Insp - Resource Coordination INSP 1.00

Target Operating - Insp - NHP Insp -1.00

Business Improvement Unit PC PC 4.00

Dog Section PC 1.00

CMR PC 9.00

Response * PC 69.00

Neighbourhoods * PC 8.00

AFOs PC 13.00

MSG PC 7.00

BAE Policing Team Sgt PC -1.00

Operation Uplift 



Quality countsInsight and Performance Command

Uplift:

• Young in service

Uplift since Nov 19 to date:
352 students recruited to date
297 current establishment in Patrol = 75% of
Patrol officers are students

Deep Dive of Police recruitment in Feb 2023:

• Selection Process
• Vetting & Medical clearances
• How support
• Retention - why leave
• Do tutors have sufficient experience
• Gender/ethnicity/length of service -

attrition rates

Retention:

• Strategy being 
developed

• Student Officer 
Support - SOS

• Stay conversation 
• Managers raise to 

their SLT for 
awareness

Tutor:

• Tutor Constable 
Learning Development 
Programme ongoing

• New policy online
• Promoting the role as 

an opportunity to 
develop

• Link to promotion 
workshop as this role 
allows development for 
future promotions

• 44 PDU tutors on 5 
sections

• 6 permanent in PDU 
Teams

• 56 reservists
• Tutors not in RSL
• Reservists part of RSL

Identified Challenges



Impact of Resources



Impact of Op Uplift

• Increasing volumes of crime +20%

• 39,800 crimes in 12 months

• Increasing Complexity +28% MH related crime

• 97,800 incidents – 6.4% MH related

• 246,700 Calls and contacts

• Cumbria Constabulary performs well

• 5th in the country 999’s

• 92.5% of all non-emergency calls answered within 5 minutes… by an officer

• Higher outcome rates than national, regional and most similar group



Neighbourhood Policing



• Skilled, accessible, visible officers

specialising in problem solving,

engagement and community partnership

working.

• NHP aligned to BCU restructure.

• Command structure to Chief

Superintendent enables accountability and

consistency.

• CBO Deployment and Attendance Criteria

supports dedicated officers.



• Community Engagement 

historically good

• Digital contact and quarterly 

consultation

• Online Newsletters

• Digital resource tracking and EBP

• Performance Framework and 

Accountability



Child Centred Policing



Child Centred Policing

• Trauma Informed problem solving

• Development of Child Centred Policing Teams and the coordination of initiatives:

- Operation Divan – knife crime prevention scheme; “it’s your choice” relaunch; RISE – youth 

mentor scheme; PAKMAN – referral service

• CCPT’s have assessed and referred 2676 vulnerable individuals, they:

- Signpost to support agencies delivering police intervention

- Promote safeguarding with educational premises

- METco’s support, train and engage care homes

• Demand is increasing – partnership problem solving, accountsability and independent peer 

review and evaluation is essential. 



Citizens in Policing 



Citizens in Policing

What has the last 12 months delivered?

• As part of the internal restructure, CiP team has been formalised and given new governance

which feeds into the appropriate boards

• Delivered on a Special Constabulary intake with further planned for 2023

• Sustained and developed the breadth of the Cadet programme post Covid

• NW thematic leads for Cadets work stream

• Increased integration of Cadets into the Community

• Sustained Mini Police in 29 schools across the county

• Developed and delivered on innovative PSV roles that support NPT’s



The impact of Citizens in Policing on Neighbourhood Policing in Cumbria

Cadets:

• Participation in an increased amount of NPT based Test Purchase operations

• Social Action project based around PCC Crime Plan with deliverables in place

• Community engagement projects (relationships built with care homes to reduce 

loneliness/litter picks/sports events/speed gun operations with NPT’s)

Special Constabulary 

• Collaborative working with NPT on specialist Ops (eg; Op Check point)

• Special Constabulary driven Ops (Rural crime)

• Specialist Specials working within NPT’s (rural based)



The impact of Citizens in Policing on Neighbourhood Policing in Cumbria

Police Support Volunteers

• Development of NPT Roles; eg Mounted Volunteer

• Expansion of Community Speed watch roles who are tasked directly by NPT’s to carry out speed 

awareness events

Mini Police 

• Key crime prevention inputs rolled out across Mini Police Schools

• Community projects undertaken by schools within their communities; eg - anti-littering 

campaigns, litter picks, regeneration of land to assist with reduction of ASB and to grow food 

for the community. 



Questions?




